Golden State Warriors Set Plays
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Hoya Fence
Golden State Warriors

Frame 1:
1 feeds 4 at the right elbow and follows his pass to screen for 2 in the corner. 2 tight curls (Hoya) over 1's screen.

Frame 2:
1 pops back to the right wing area. 2 cuts through the fence screen set by 4 and 5.
Strongside Rub POP
Golden State Warriors

Frame 1:
1 makes a dribble entry to the left wing as 2 curls around 4's body to rub x4's body.

Frame 2:
1 feeds to 4 and makes a "go cut" along the baseline. 5 screens down for 2.
1 pushes 3 to the corner with his dribble and feeds 4 at the right elbow. On 4’s elbow catch, 5 sets a flare for 2.

5 re-screens for 2.
2 sprints up to set a ball screen for 1. 5 sets a flare for 2 (3 has cleared to create an empty side).
5 and 4 set wide pin downs for 2 and 3.

3 curls into a pick for 2. 2 runs off the double for a shot.
Power Double
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Frame 1
Ball reversal through the trailer. 2 cuts off 5’s flex screen.

Frame 2
4 down screens for 1.

Frame 3
2 runs off the stagger for a shot.
Power Triple
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Frame 1
Ball reversal through the trailer. 2 cuts off 5's flex screen.

Frame 2
4 down screens for 1.

Frame 3
3 runs off the baseline triple for a shot.
Pick & Pop Empty
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Frame 1:
5 screens down for 4 to sprint into a high ball screen for 1.

Frame 2:
1 throws back to 4 on his pop.
Glove (Small/Big P&R)
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Frame 1
2 tight curls 4’s screen. 4 pops for a mid-post catch from 1. 1 runs into a deep pick and roll.
Power Flood
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3 screens for 5 to sprint into a high ball screen. 3 empties to right (ballside) corner. 4 creeps under rim to fill right "dead spot". As 1 dribbles off 5's ball screen, 2 fills behind.
Rub Angle
Golden State Warriors

Frame 1
3 tight curls 5’s wide pin down.

Frame 2
5 sprints up to set an alley screen for 1. 5 rolls to the front of the rim as 4 fills behind.
Zip Double Seattle
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Frame 1
1 dribbles to the left wing as 5 sets a zipper screen for 2.

Frame 2
1 cuts to the middle of the floor before cutting back to the sideline through the fence.
1 enters into 5 into the post. 3 cuts to the basket.

2 cuts right off 3's but as he comes off 4's down screen.
Al Cut Iso
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3 AI cuts over the top of 4 and 5. 3 catches and drives the iso.
**AI Up**

Golden State Warriors

Frame 1:
3 AI cuts over the top.

Frame 2:
1 throws to the first AI cut screener (4) who looks at the lob for 3.

Frame 3:
If not open on the lob, 4 re-screens 3.
Hawk Double
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2 makes a hawk cut off 3.

1 / 3 BS. 2 comes off 4 & 5’s stagger.